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This paper

racL-

/
overview=- of the program -design - and

supporting researc 'ats4c1"tea with development, implementation, and

evaluation kthe

analysis of data on program impkeeOtation and impact, in terms of

classroom processes, teacher time use, :a4i ,Atudent achievement; are

aptive Learn \Environments MOdel. Results from

reported from four stuaiesConducte'd at a tAai,pf 11 different:schoo

sites over a threeye r'period. Implications of the findings frogi, t

perspectives of ins

methodology are also

z -

e I

ructional aesign, program evaluation, and reisea c



T.he2Ada-pt4,ve Lear-ni-agEnva,ranthe,nt-S-=ModeIl.

pegigni'.1mplementation. and Effects

The overall goal of 'the Adaptive Learning nvironments Model (ALEH).

1Stablish. and .maintain school environments that ensure

opportunities for learning success for .most; if wk..

.,..thrOUgh the provision of fadaptive instruction. The .program'

Hjased on the,premiieS that students learn . in different and at

and.that oneaIternative for maximizing learning is

optimal

students

is

different rates

provide instruction which adapts to those differences. Furthermore, -the

accommodation of student differences requires a variety of instructional
J

methods and learning ..experiences that are ,matched to the learning

characteristics and .needg of individual students, as well as explicit

interventions that increase each students capabililty to profit from

available instructional and learning, alternatives. Thus, modificat,ion

of the environment 'to accommodate studente,-411ferences lase

alternative instructional strategies, provision of different amounts of

instruction; alloWanca fOr individual:differences: in rates of learning,

provision of a variety of learning OptiOns) has been. an-important design
t,

consideration in the development .of the ALEM. In addition .to necessary

adjustments in the learning environment, however, the program's design

incorporates

student's capability

the, use of interventions; when 'needed, to' modify eac-h

to funCtion under,, and profit from, such school

learning environments (Wang, I980a).
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Essentially, the Aum's curriculum 'Combines prescriptive, t

direct,' instruction .that 'has\been shown to be effective 'in ensurldg,

mastery of ,basic academic Skills (Bloba, 1976; -Glagei,

Rosenstiine, 1979) with aspects of informal, or open, educa4on that ,are -''

considered to be conducive to generating attitudes and procegSeS

inquiry, self-management and 'responsibility for leirhing4 and social.

cooperation (Johnson, Maruyama, Johnson, Nelson, ,& Skon,

Marshall, 1981;. Peterson, 1979; Wang, 1983i; pang & Stiles, 1

Among the program'l out omes for stddents are increased

competence and confidence in their own:a.bilities to successfally ac4uTre

skzls in acadeMic learning and in management of their behaviors and:

classrooM 'environment.'-- At

implementation is expectedtt

by teachers .providing inst

- '

the
:
same time, a high de

result in increased amounts

tion rather than, managing students..
6

Figure, 1 shows the conceptual 'model

evaluation research that has provided- the basis for the program Cf

research leading to devel4ment and validation of the ALM. As shownlin

program design and 4

Figure, 1, odeI consists, of three major components.: The first is

-.theprogram desigfl component .(shown by the rectangular boxes, on ;the

left-hand side Figure 1)i The second component is related to program

.rtiplementation in school sttiaga (represented by the circle); and' the

thitd component

outcomes:

t) .

ftitUgeg -0 evaluation of telated)eebhess and product

Insert Figure about here



Program design begin's with the ,identificatIon of instructional
,e

goals and student characteristics.. This information constitutes.basic

input into the design of those it)rogram dimensions that are critical for

the .ongoing proviSioh of adaptive instruction in -classroom settings,

well as those dimensiona related/to classroom-level support lor program
.

,

irdOleeentation. The arrows in. Figure 1 suggest that putcomes are

evaluated in relation to (a) the actual presence or absence critical

program dimension.s; (b) the extent to which implementation'of the:

dimensions leads co specific classroom processes that are hypothesized
411

,

to be characteristic of adaptive instruction; and (c) theextent to
*

WhiCh the classroom processes lea& to Students' social and- academic
.

competence.

Two categories of critical program dimensions have been fitdcified

as classroom-level requirements for effective.implementation of adaptive

instvuction (see the two large rectangular boxes on the left-hand side

of Figure 1). These dimensions are related to the process of prbviding

-adaptive .instruction, and the classroom management and resource suPports

required for effective implementation: of adaptiVe instreictiohi The

dimensions associated with effective-provision of adaptive> instruction

are Creating and Maintaining Instructional Materials, Developing Student

Self-Responsibilit, Diagnostic Testi g,4 Instructing,

Teaching, Monitoring and Diagnosing, Motivating, Prescribing,

Keeping. .,Dimensions idehtified as critical ;for supporting
...-

implementation of adaptive instruction

41
Facilities, Establishing and Communicating. Rules,;and Procedures;

Interactive

and Record

classroom

and



represent program design features and classtooth practices that have been

--found to pe effective by many ,researcherS,and,practitiOners (Brophy,

1979; :Natianal School Public Relations Association, 1981; Walberg,
ro

1983), the individdal -prograM dimensions are.ndt unique to the ALES:.

The uniqueness lies in the complementary func;ions served Av the; planned

clustering and systematic integration of the dimensiOnS into

;comprehensive program. ;In 'fact, the contention is that the presence'

IP
any single dimension is unlikely to lead to effective adapive

insi-tuct.ion, (See Wang, Catalano, and 6romoll, 1983, for a. discussion

of

of the, design and operation of the_program dimensions.)

Development of the ALEM hai been associated with two, primary lines

suppatting research. As outlined in the bottom box of Figure 1,''this-

research has consisted of empirical` studies related to. program design

/:arid program evaluation studieS of implementation and outcomes: The

ti.rsE line of research -- empirical studies related. to p.rogramdesign=7-Can

be characterized as ingtructional expetimen atibns associated with the

_

development of program dbmPOnents. Thefocds of tiTis research has been

integrationthe; opetationalilation A ci what knoWn from

psychological theories of learning, and from research' on instructional

_meEhodi and efectivAischooflig practices.; in the design of educational%

environmectts that successfdlly accommodate students' diverse °needs.

Examples of this work include development and validation of curricular,
'

hierarchies in the various basic skills areas (Resnick, Wang, Kaplan,

1971;'. Wang, kesnick; &'13Oozer; 1971); development of 'diagnostic. tests

and student progrest"m n itoring procedures (Claw, 1967 ; Lindvall:



Cox, 1967;, Wang & Fit\
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)

self-responsibility training program (Smith, 1976; Stone & Vaughn,

-1976;,' Wang, 1983);. and development of a data-base , staff'development
)

prograd (Mang; -1981.; Wang. & Gennari,1983):
.-

The second line of supporting research has addressed questions

related to prograth implementation: and:evaluation. Specific research

questions have dealt with:the-'practidalities of implementing adaptive

instruction in scoolsetEings and with program efficacy. Studies, have

focdsed on investigating what it takes to :impleient and maintain an

adaptive instruction program, whether-or ndt it id feagible tot implement

0
such a program widely in different school settings,:and.the manner end

Oktht to which various components can be put rogetherin complementary:.

;ways to fond. a 'cohesive and comprehensive progtam. for SCtibiii.

implventation. In addition', research in.this area'has been designed to

. Charaeterize the actual operation of,. .tfte ALEM for the pdrpose. of,.

,00:answerina basic program development and refinement questions such as,0

-

"Row can we do. it bett,er?"; land, "For whom, and under what conditions

is the program effective?"

'Essentially, the studies of program implementation and efficacy

have been aimed at investigating (a) the extent to which implementation
c

f various program components leads to.the presence of , those -specific

classrOot ptocesses that are hypothesized to support the provision of

i

adaptive instr ction, and cb) the extent to.which the presence of those4i-
classroom i r cesses -10,4s:-to student achievement. Examplea of such

- -
.

stUdies fl.cIude.analysis of program impact on teachers' and students'

1

use of time Wang, in press a, 1983b;: Wang & Walberg, t983) and



AOstaoi' 1380; Wang,':Peverly, Oandblph.; in Press; Resnick:

SCheutz.,, 1.974; Wang & Walberg 1983Yi

PROGRAM rKPLEMENTATION AND RELATED EFFECTS:

VMMARY'OF MA.ThR FINDINGS

J

Findings from four recent stuaiesof the'kLEH's im[ilementation,in a
. .

'variety of: Schoolisettings and its related .effects are summarized in

tnitItoction:---e studies were designed co' addressThe

three sets of questions.

a nigh. degre of itpleMentation. the ALEM's %critical

dimensions bq attained in classroom settings ac.ross alamber of
t:

sites with different needs ,and. contextual

In other words, is .thdre evidenceof the ,

-ScHOO1

characteriscics?)

programs implementability or
. .

settings?

)

2: When the ALEM's are-

, .

feasibility in varyio sch o

3

:

_ . .-

hypothesized;` patte!efts of tlastoom processeS

placer do the

occur,; .and; to

lhat extent dO'the',.clasa-room,,,procesS patternSV.ffer
.

;

.

-,

concur_with,'the'hyp8-thdkizd trendiZ)

3., Do the (as' charactgrii.zed' by ,degree .of im,oiemeotation data)
7 "

and its resulting Classroo process.04tterns lead to e4pect4d. .



and effects in 117 classrodms at. Six schobi sites where the ALEi4 was

implemented cordunction With- the local School:

the Natione0ollow Through RrogxaM during the 1980-81

S a nationwide compensatory Aiducation

.partiCipation in

districts

Tyea'r. (Follow Through

ja,togram sponsored by the U.:S. Department of Education.) Study II was'

carried oat during 1980-81 in 21 clas6rooms at.schoOl -sites whereHthe:

focus was (oiaSseiasing the efficacy. of the ALE?{ as the. core educatiOnal
;

program in regular classrooms in.which mildly handicapped and gifted

students were mainstreamed on full-time basis. :Study III was
.

.ragication,of Study I; it was carried odi,at five collaborating ischo61-..

' sites that participated in.,the National Follow Through Program during

the 1981 -82 school year Study IV. was a replication of Study I;' it

was' conducted during the '1982-83 schoOl year in 28 mainstreaming:

classrooms in five schools within &large urbanschool system.

Discussion of the results from the studies:is organized under two

major headings: the degree of iiplementation of the ALCM in a variety

of school settings; and program,impact on classroom processes, teacher

-time use, and student achievement in math ancrreadings it shoLad be

'IMoted here that, while the Eaur studies. sha;ed overall. ,goal, )of

.1

ining the schdol implementation and effects of tile. ALM, difEarene

arch questions _were addressed. Thus, the, speci,fic _Variables

included in the studies differed somewhat fromone study to another, as

did the measures...Discussion'of results related o.specific research
-.

..'.
.

, .
- :

. ,,.

questions, therefore, ;may not idclude.da la:from-All four -studies. In
.

.. .-

.

-,... .

.- . . .

eacA,cdje,-howeven,Ae44.repqkted eta .repro amp all ,that are .J.v4Iables s.

Fn4r, Gtnrii Nti,..
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Degree of tin ementation

Data on degree of implementatiod were used to address four specific,

questions related to 61e implementability-'of the ALEK. These questions

are (a) "To what extent, was an overall hign degree

, attained- across a variety of school sites?"; (b) "To what

implethe:nta ion

the degree of iMplementation

si itant dIff erences
it

ex.tent did

improve over time?"; (c) "Were there
. :

in the. patterns of icfplementati.oh among

classrooms With different overall . degree implementation stores?"!;

and, (d) "Were there difference in the degree.of implementation of.

. _

adaptive instruction in classrooms where the ER was implem4nt d and
,

cla.ssrooms where the program was not implemented?"

Overall )31gree- of Implementation ,

The Implementation AssespmentBattery for Adapiive+ nstruction

(Wang, 1980b) was used :" to

The Battery, which is designed.to assess the L.presenceimplementation.

obtain data on they degree prograia

and absence of the critical ditnenj.on0 of the AL,EM, is based, oh a series

Of perfor-mance indicators that have been identified through systematic

analysis of the prograM's strnt-tural and action, domains';' The sirUctUral.i.

domain consists of the resources; such 'as materials, space, facilities,
. , _ .

time, . and . personnel required to create the conditions under Which
. .

-tada-ptiva:-instrUction tan 1;ie implemented` effe't.tively ':ohe

\ systems for program implementation in classrooM settings) The action..

domain consists of the rolesland behaviors-Of instructional staff (i.e.,
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acessrelate4- o provision of adiOiVe inStruction) and Students

lable..1 provides a Summary the :.results frOm analysis

degree of iMiterrfentation data from all fourStudies To investigate the
_ .

extent to c.7hiCh a high degree :of:implementation of the-ALEA was able to..

.established in-' variety of school sites i.e.,. program

-
implementability) , the mean spring degree'Of imi)lementatioh scores (as

.

shown in the last toludn. under each, study) -were examined. The

implementability of the ALEM is suggested the generally high spring:

degree of . implementation scores across 12 8fitital dimensions and by

overall spring scores Ior.the four: studes. .- As shown in the -last

.

row of the table, the overall average spring scores for all four studies

criterion livel for a high degree -owere -above 8the implementation.

. -

A critical test of` the ALEWS implementabilitl.. is the. .extent to

which the degree of iMplementartion at the participatingsites improved.

.

over time. To this end, the mean stores for fall, winter, and ,spring

study were examine - consistent pattern of steady

,improvement .in, the impietaentation. of the critical diraensions over time

was noted in all foUr studies... Fut,tbermore , as '.shown in Table 1, the

,difterenceS in:the changeS;in 4egre4 of implementation scoresfor

,Winter, _ancLspring. were statistically .significant in all cases..

fall,
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It is noteworthy that,'in most cases, the greatest changes in,

degree of implementation occurred between the fail and winter data
.

pollection periods.(7- In a way, this finding is an additional indicator ,

of the program's .implementability. It reflects one of the criteria for

successful implementatio any school innovat4oa that 'requires major

prograMmatio, changes -- 'the reality ;is.that teachers and students cannot

Survive under, or cope :-.with, the -disruption that Can be -.caused by

initiation of an innovative s.-:3.1zo 1 Program for extended'pertods'of
. .

Successful implementation .of net. programs is unlikely unless critical

dimensions Of the programs are implemented .at an acceptable leVei, and a,

reasonable implementation routine

the initial three Months

is established and maintained .during

2 axthrb4.3_ Degree

Another question of interest in examining the degree of progiam

:,implementation is whether or not here is a consistent pattern of

,

differences in the:ImpieMentation of:VariciuS program dimensions "among

class -rooms at "different... overall degree ofikmpleMentation levels. Scores

in individual dimensions for clasSrooms grouped at high; average, and

low degree of implementation leVels were examined. A class is orated 'as

being' at a ree Of implementation level when a score at'Or above

85g is.obtained in 11 or 12 of the'criticaI dimensions. Average degree

of implementation classrooms are those with..criterioa-level ,scores in

Six through 10 of the dimensions; Classrooms at the low degree Of

implementation level, have scores at or above 85% in fiVe or fewer

critical dimensions. Data froM Spring, 1981 for Studies I and,11 were
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:used in the analYsi. A summary of the mean :degree of implementation

--scores for each ofthe 12.critical dimensions .among the thtee groups of

classrOoms is presented in Table 2.

each

When the 'patterns of high lean degree,of implementation scores

critical dimension were examined; consistent. differences among the

three groups of classrooms were noted. Moreover, the differences

suggest a hierarchy of teacher expertise in classroom implementation of

adaptive instruction. As shown is Table 2, for exaMple, the data

suggest that all three groups had mean scores at or above 857 in four of

the dimensions: Record Keeping, Prescribing, Diagnostic Testing and

Managing Aides. Given the nature of these dimensions, it can be said

that, by the end of the school year, all teachers in the ALEM classes at

the Follow Through and mainstreaming sites were able to achieve a high

level of implementation of the basic mechanics of providing

individualized instruction. The mayor differences between classes in

the average and high degree of implementation groups and thoSe ld the_

low degree of implementation group were in critical 'dimensions related

to classroom instruction and management. These dimensions are Arranging

Space and Facilities, Establishing and Communicating Rules and

Procedures, Monitoring and Diagnosing, Instructing, and MotiVating._
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Differences between the high. degree of .implementation group and the

average and low -groups,, on the other hand, were found in three

dimensions: Creatina and Maintaining Instructional Maierials,

Interctive Teahing, "and, Developing Student.8elf -Responsibility.
. -

41,g11,:.d.egrg,t'.6f!,,igifiLemerit-acihn, Of. :01dt:h. lapb;Irs=ditnens -,"tectuires:,-, skill

in simultaneous and spontaneous analyses

behaviors ,and::needii7:,kno wiedge

of students' ongoing learning

the nature' of

And- ability to provide instructional

for meeting individual student needs.

the ,tasks to be....learnqd;'

resources and learning experiences

Thu's; there seems to be:a clear. hierarchy of teacher expertise

associated with, implementation of the. ALEM. All teachers--including

those whose overall degree of implementation scores were considered to

be at the "low" level--ad scores at or above 85% (the criterion score)

in imensioas related to the basic ,mechanics of individualizing

instruction. However, teachers with overall low degree

implementation

dimensions

instruction,

scores generally were

management of therelated to:

below the 85% criterion in

classroom environment and

as those related to the ongoing adaptations

required for the instructional-learning process. It is noteworthy that .

for the latter skills, the 85% criterion was attained only by teachers

with overall high degree of implementation scores.



Comparison of Implementation of Adaptive .

Instruction. in ALEM and ikon -ALEM Classrooms

'Page 15

o. investigate the extent. to ..which; there were ° significant
7443

efiCeS Made by OF,;A and non-.ALEM teachers in

eation of14ciEfeeaidre ada150-vd 1h4tr.gatioE14:Pgree -00f

'1411)1*1 ation data -for teachers. rom the two groups of classrooms were

examine . Datalrbm:Study II::(theOnly study 'that included .a comparison,...:

group) were used in Ehis'analy. The results are summarized izi Table

. The m

Classrooms

n percentage scores in each of the critical dimensDons for

Insert Table.3 about here.

Two major findings are suggested by the data reported in Table 3.

First, an overall high degree of implementation' of the critical program:

dimensions was attained in.the ALEM classrooms by the end of the school

year. (92 %), while

score was noted for

percentage points.

a comparatively much lower degree of implementation

the non-ALCM classrooms .(46%)-7a

Second; the differences.

difference of 46

in the degree Of

implementation scores for the ALEM and non-ALEM classrooms inCluded

dimensions that generally are considered to reflect expertise generic to

effective instruction (

Procedures).

Establishing and Communicating Rules and



Summery

To summarize, findings elated to program implementatida aCross all

four studies consistently suggest the overall implement'Alley of the

ALEH. That i ehey\Provid evidence of the feasibility'. establishing

and maintaining a high de e of implementation of the criEcai program

dimensions of the ALEN\ n a latip ndmber of diverse school. sites that

inClude students from diedvantaged backg;oupds and students labeled as:

having special" needs .. tht findings -show, 'that, in
1

general, the ALEH teac -'rs made significant-improvementsindegree of

implementation over time, and differences in patterns of implementation

were noted for teacher -,_with overall high degree of-implipmentation

scores and those with comparatively lower scores. Furthermore, _when the

degrees- of adaptive i struction ALEH. and non-ALM classes were

compared, the non-ALEH classes scored considerably lowerl, 'even in

dimensions widely rec gnized as reflecting generic expertise associated

with effective teachi

Data on implem= ntation of the ALEM in schools challenge current,

opinion on the = iMplementability of adaptive instruction, or the

potential for wi e-scale implementation in school settings. The general

consensus in he effective "teaching literature (e.g:, avinett, 1970;

Brophy, 1979) is that effectiVe implementation of adaptive instruction
7.

requires considerable teacher- expertise and resources. Many have
-. -- -,

..-,

concluded that even i.f (schoolschool organizational` and resource

supports could be provided, the knowledge base on how .to-develop the

teacher expertise required for effective implementation of. adaptive

instrdction in regular class settings is sorely lacking. Furthermore,

findings from.successful demonstrations of adaptive instruction often-
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have been attributed in' iteratute, to unusual teeche7ks.and/or

Students. The underlying assumption i8 extremely: diffichlt'

'reiroducet3 the special sort of t&acher. .(or teaohe,r eXpertise)

required by such programs.' Although -some-r.cOneede:!:.that,. indiyidualized

and small-group instructidn. :migh;t work uncler thegguidance of master

.

teachers-and with adequate.organi4ational and .resource support's:; and the
... .,.

resul,ts under .these circumstances could include' positive classroom',

processes, most are quite skepticah

Thus, the .fact that , on the average , reit' her s in air four.' studsieS
S ) ,

achieved r exceeded the, criterioh'-fOr 'ah degFee of program

implemehtation indicates their ability too develop the expertise, and /or

.use ;he_ -expertiaerney already-,poSseSsed, to effectiely implement ::the

tritld.al-prograd iestUres Hof. 'the A,LEI . Findings ;"from the seat:lies

suggest thefeasihility and possibility that, with systematic training,
. .

a large percentaid of OnblioC schOOL;teachers can establish:and

the kinds of school learning environments normally considered6 be a

`possibility, only with specially endowed teachers.

Degree_ -implementarica and -P-ro-gram Outcomes

A dentral'ssue in assessing the efficacy of the ALEM hag

extent to whicA implementatIon ofthe critical dimensions of theprogram'

leads to intended outcomes.° Inother words, the question has been,

"Does the program work as predicted#Thils, :the 'focus of -1,:alyses

program implementation and outcOmes-data has been.on investigating the

the

relationships between program 1 implementation and (a) classroom ,

1p.

processes, (b) teacherhse of class time; and (c) student outcomes. /'



Fiaaiags from these'and related analyses are summarized in this section:

Program 'Implementation and

Classroom Processes

Four separate questions were addressed, in the analysis.
relatiOnShip. between degree of'imgementatiPa ana ,Olassroot proceS

"To what extent did impler#ntation of the critical 0.thensions o the

ALE;.4. lead' to the patterns of clas'sroom processes that the program

designed to achigveV "Did differences

implementation leadio

"Did improvements- ':fn implementation result in positive changes in

is

the overall -degree of

significant differences in classroom processes?";

classroom. processes? ; and, Were the differences in classroom

processes in ALEM and non-ALEM classrooms characterized by different

degrees of implementaton?"

To investigate whether program implementation led to the desired

patterns of , dlassibom processes, the degree of implementation data and

the observatioa:data on clastrooth processes collected in all the first=

and. Second-grade clfsrooms (N = 72) participating in Studies .I and II

were analyzed'(Wang & Walberg, 1983). The Student Behavior Observation

,-Schedule (Wang 1974) was used to obtain the classroom. process data. A

significantoverill relationship between implementation and classroom

processes was suggested by the results from the canonical carelat'ion

ahalysis (canonical R = '.36, 2 < .01) . .In additipn to this overall

relationship, the extent to which classrooms at the three different

degree af. implementation levels exhibited distinct patterns of classroom

:processes Glas

:in Table 4.

analyzed. The results from this analysis are summarized
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As with the implementation data, .'some cOn'
- - patterns

aces in classroom processes were noted among groups

the three implementation levels. For example, tfte ,data on the

differences'in the frequency of.management interactions between teachers

and students suggest a pattern of .lower degree of implementation

associated .with greater frequencies of observed management inte'ractions

between teachers and students. The data ,;also suggest that the

interactions among-students were more constructive in classrooms at the

higher degree of implementation levels and that students in the h her

degree of implementation classrooms seeMed to spend less time working.in

individual settings, compared:to those in the average and low degree

implem ntation classrooms.

Differences also were; found in the types of activities in wftich,

students engaged and the manner in which learning tasks were performed.

,Students in the high degree 'of implementation classrooms rolere observed

to spend_ significantly more time on student-sel cted, exploratory

learning tasks, compared to students in the average an low, degree of

implementation classrooms. In addition, studtnts-in the high degree of

implementation classrooms exhibited more on -task behavior, and they were

less distracted. (Note that, statistical analyses of the differences

were not performed, due to the large differences in the numbers of

classes among the three degree of implementation groups.)



AP.:41terA4te.,:way of:examining::the relationship 'between. dlassroom

processes and, degree of implementation is tq analyze the extent- to whicn

concomitant Changes in classroom processes were

implementation improvek from fall to spring

Nojan,questions

noted as ,prog-fam

ThiS- was one of the

Strom'

;press) Results from.- the

consistent patter.

afalysis; as ShOwer...in Table 5, suggest- : ..00

changes from Ptil?-4,, classrpom

processes in the hypothesized directions as the degree of implementation

imProved over 'time (as Shown' in" Table r). FOr example,

student-initiated interactions, with teachers increased sx ificantly

from fall to spring, while 'teacher-initiated interactions decreased;

Teacher-student interactions occurred more frequently:for instructional

purposes and less frequently for management purposes. In addition;

students mere observed to spend increasingly greater proportions of

theirtime on self-initiated tasks.

Insert Table 5 about here

Classroom process data from Study II also were analyzed

investigate 'the extent of any differences in classioom processes as-the

result of the previously noted differences in the nature of the proams

implemented in the ALFA and tion7ALEM classrooms (Wang; in press b).

Some of the major hypothesized differences in classroom processes are

suggested ,ty the data .(see Table 6). The ALEM 'students initiated

,interactions with teachers more often than did the non -ALFA- students (a

difference of 28.4 percentage poititg) and theALEMstudents interacted
,



-witn their teachers.signi'ficantly more often for instructional- purposes

than for Management purposes.

between the two groups of students

While no major differences were noted

in, terms of `the percenhages f time

spent working in group and individUal. settings, studenWwere

observed to'be:SignifIdantly more on-task than_ the. non-ALEMstudeMes
.

Results from the analysis of classroom process data across the .

various studies discussed in this paper suggest thac as critical. gOiram
A

features were eatablighed, so were classroom,' processes, that rare,

hypothesized to facilitate successful student learning as portrayed in

P

the effective teaching literature (e.g., high' rates of tine= bn-task,

increased instructional interactions with teachers; low incidence of

disruptive behavior). This finding is replicated in

analysis of differences

results`

in the data for fall and spring, the

from the

analysis of'

differences in classroom prOcesses in classroOms with high" degrees of .°

implementation and those with comparatively lower implementation s,pores,
4 .

and the analysis of differences in classroom processes ftq. ALsa

non -ALEM classes..

One particularly noteworthy implication' is that it possible,

. .

throughtheimplementationjof adaptive.instruction, to attain classroom

processes generally recognized as positive nin the efective teaching

research literature. The manner in which students spent their achool

time and the dature and patterns of interactions between teachers and



,.
.

dtudents exaMples of . suth -classroom processes. AmOng tne most

uent criticisms of adaptive instruction programs is that they result

,

in ineffective use of time'by-teadterS and students.' Many have-argued

.

that a major 'design f,law of such mprograms is -tile ,requirethent that

students, spend' large amounts or time.working alone, and that time spent

by students working 'rldepenently senerally has '1;c1_,.d to be assbciated

h lo.rerrates of tithe-on-task: Data from 'the k,EM"aassrooms seem to

suggest findings tOthe' Contrary

Program Implementation and

; TeaCtielt Use_ cf C

Many ,,,prattical problems :have been' encountered .' in 1 ottZitS to
. ..

'establish adaPtiVe tiiStruitiOn prOirams in shOol,_settingS; AM-Ong 'those

.,, .
. , . -

cged most frequently are the Sometimesintractahle.demands On teachers'.:,
. , 4, ..., ....-,;, ,

!k. . ;,4- ; . ,. 't

time , and :_the lack of *upPot,ts. thatO,Tould, enableteaChers to spend More:

time on InStructiOn-c-xelateditat her ,thanethanageient-rciateactivitedi.

Therefore; a ,majot task in the tisigil,fzadaptivt instruction programs

is the 'development of : ways to 'increase the amountinl :School time],

g,
e.

,:teacher,d devote_ to iknstructiOn. This task' has beendedtgal toP the
. :_

k%. '

:deSign and impIementatiOndof the -A121.

f, 0 '
To invOtigate the impa of k the ALEW s fimpl4Mehtapion, -oft, . teacher

e of class observation data froth Stpdy. ID on the manner in 'whith.

''teachers spent theft school day in the 01E31 mainstreaming cIassrpoms

were examined (Wan , 1983b) The'primary objectiZre of , tne° analYsis

to characsterize the'distribution Patterns BUp
,

teachers'performiiig-'Varions functions:', The -fbcus cgAs, on addreSSins 60.6.t
Ai

,

9
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questions at,was'the'o:ierill pattern ofime diatribrition among tfte
. .

z.

ma.7gr. tewer functions?-,". "Uid-Paterns .LedCher e uSe-differ in
-

assrooma with different degrees:of prog7ra4 taPiehientation?";A "Did the

amounr:f4f :teactiiimeSpent On. different .functions vary-according to

instructitinal :07,413,113$

4-hole-cleSS)?" amd- t "ar.c/tiaL

snail-group ", :* or

'instruC,tioiial and

3.

to differencesda.b..insArnctiphal time spent by teachers vary accordina
.

learnincharacteristica and needs (eis., according to

,,, ..

, -whether student's- - t.:iet identified as mal as creamed handicapped;

accdeMliallY grf or general education)?"

Overall p4tterns of telacher time use The percentages of class

teachers on various instructional:and aon=Insrructional

'flinctioas are summarized-in Figure 2. As shown in the first pie -chart

in Figuret,a t, eadters in the AIIM classes -were observed CO spend

averaget-o 81.1% (approximately 49 minutes per hour) of their time on

inatruceional_EndctIons and 1849% pn non - instructional functions. Of

-... ,

._ the t*Me,devqted 'tn instruction-related activities (shown in the )second

pie Figure'2), 93.4% (approximately 46 minutes per hour)
4

was

spent 'actually ''Vnstructing students. :These activities": included
5,1?

introducing, and providing instruction in, pew tasks; -con qpting review
s4.

"lessons:; and giving instruction-related management directions ( .g.,

sAing over workbook directions, explaining how to cfget referehee-

materials for specific Aearning tasks). addition; teachers Were

observed to spend 2;8% of their instructionrelated time on evaluation

activities- such as checking students: _work, giving feedback, and-
,

assessing.

9,

students' learning :progress. Planning activities. that

ei
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included prescription.of learning tasks' and discussion of individual

71t.ogress plans-'-4ith students accounted for 3.8% of the time spent by

teachers on instruction-related activities.

chart in Figure,

Similarly, the third pie

shows , the breakdown of the 18.9% of the time that

teachers spent on non-instruction-related activities such as managing

student behavior and engaging' in infOrmal- conversations with students

regarding personal or ocher eon-instruction-relat,ed matters. The 39.1%

non - instructional, time; spent on '!other included

conversations with scho61 staff 'patenta;-and visitors and unexplained,:

. _

temporary abaencesfroM the ciaasroOms

- .

nsert Figures 2 and. here

. , -
Dearee;.of proirala4mplemeritatiOn end_ patterns teacher_ time. use:

sinteret ,from the instructional d sign Perspective wasA question

whether the degree to which critical program desig dimensions were

place resuItedPin differences* in teacher time use Figure 3 provides a

summary of the results from the analysis of time use by teaChers in

classrooms with overall degree of implementat on scores et the high;
at

average, and low levels. Statistically significant; differences Were

noted in the overall patterns of instructional non-instructiopal. tide

use for the three groups of teachers- Furthermor ig shown in Figure

3, the percentage of time apent on instruction- related activities

increased from the log to the itigh.degree of impiementatioo grbuips Iti

addition to the overall -amounts of time spent6.'by teachers On,

instructional and non-instructional functions major .differences were
;.

,25



noted in the distributionof tiMefOtthe various activities 4.th.in7:each
7

of the two categories, For example, CtaChers in the high and. average

degree of implementation classroom's were -observed Ytn spend more time

:prescribing and checking rapt* than didteachets in the Low. degree Of
. . . .

impletentacicin classes-. Teachers in the latter group of ClasSeS spent
', .

significant
'

amounts ,of their evaluating and planding-cimel dbing. .'record..

keeping..:
7

. Some Majar-diffetentes alsdwere observed in the distribution: of
.

non-instructional time r teachers in .cIassrooms at the different'
. g.-

degresof, implementation levels. 'TeacherS in the high degree of
4

implementation classrdomS tended, 'to spend less of their
1

non - instructional time on behavior management. In addition, teachers in

classrooms with high degree of. implementation scores were observed to

spend about equal amounts of time on behavior management wnen students

Worked individually as -when 'tney worked in-whole:class-inSttuctional'

situations; ,teachetsin:average degree of implementation ClaSStooisi

were`-observed- 'to ,spend more time on: bahaVior management when students," _.

, ,.. - - .

. . -
worked ;ind- ividually than when.they worked in . whole-'class.; instructional

situations;_-__Andeachers in the, low ,degree of implementation classtboms
`

seededco spend the greates; amount of their behavior management time in
. .

..wholeClass instructionaPsituations.

Instructional.grouping and teacher. time use. To investigate

. .

. I.

.

'

extent co which the amounts of time spent by teahers ondifferent types

of, instzuctional.actiyiies were related-to.,inStructional grouping, 'the

maaner.in time :wias'-fSPenb-working with:indiviaualStudents

sali'groups, and With the whole claS's was 'examined:- The results. are

summarized. in Table 7.
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Insert Tables :7 and 8 abOt hate

Differences.in'the patterns of time Use 'are Suggestedby the data
. -;

on the percentages of time: that teacher's spent on the various functions

across the threeinstructional groupings. It. shjil4. be noted here that

r

the ratios reported in' 7 are based on 79.67% of the teachers'

total Class timei which is approximately :48 minutes per hour.

Therefore, the percentage.of time'that teachers werebbserved to spend

working with individual students, for example, reflects the proportion

of time spent on this activity during 48 minutes of each hour. It is ,of

interest, to note that, while a larger proportion of the. teachers' time

spent working in small-group settings was expended on instructing

(78.1%), when compared to the instructing time spent with individual

students (57.18%) or with the whole class (61.26%), a different picture

is puggasted7Whea the2actual numbers of minutes are examined. The 78.1%
;

of teachers' time spent instructing in small groups represents

approximately. 2.42 actual minutes per hour, and the 57.18% of the time

spent providing instruction for individual students, on the other hand,

is equal to approximately 26.25 minutes per hour. It is also noteworthy,

that teachers were observed to spend more time on behavior management

functions when working with the whole class, compare& to the time spent

on this function in individual and small-group Settings. Teacher.

`functions such as checking work, prescribing, and conversing with

students for personal reasons only occurred when working with individual

students.



Student characterist,i,cs and teacher time use.' Another interest in

the analysis of teacher time uSe undiithe ALEM Was the extent to which

the nature and emount of instruction varied for students with different

learning characteristics and needs. The contention here is that the

extent to which teachers spent varying amounts of time- on different

types instructional and non=instructinnal-tasks with students

have different learning charaCteristios and needs would be an

Of s4eptie Aresults froM the,enalysis,are

indicatbr

summerizeddn_,

Table ,8;

As suggested by the data presented in the last row of Table 8, the

differences in the total percentages of teacher time (instructional and

non-instructional) spent with general education, mainstreamed

handicapped, and academically gifted.students were negligible. There

were some notable variations, however, in the time teachers spent

performing specific instructional and non-instructional functions with

the three different types of stUdents. For example, the teachers seemed

to spend- Iy slightly different::percentages of time instructing the

three,.typei of students. However, when the per - student .percenteges, Of

time. spent on instructing were compared with the time spent giving

task-specific procedural directions, major differedces were noted. The

teachers were'observed to spend proportionately greater amounts of time

gi/ing task-specific procedural directions to the acSdemically gifted

Sndents (5.66% per student), cOmpared,to the time spent instructing

these same Students:(1:4%.'per Student). rcontrast,.

difference' between the time spent instructing the general education and

00



. =--
fihandicapped students and the:-time spent giving task7specic procedur4-

directions to these two groups of students.

Differences also were noted in the patterns. of- teacher time spent
. 7

with individual students 1 r planning and evaluating their learning.

- TeaChers tendedto spend 'More-rime with the handicapped students on

planning activities (e.g., prescribing tasks, record-keeping) than with

the academiCally gifted or general education' stadents. In addition,

more time

handicapped students, compared to the

the work of gifted students.

was spent- evaluating the work of the general education and

amount of time

Teachers also

spent evaluating

seemed to spend more time

managing the behaviors of handicapped students; "compared to the behavior

managemeht time spent with:theatadeMiCally gifted and general-eduCatiouH

students.. Sitilarly, variations were noted in the amounts of time spent.

with students :about perional mattersTeachers-tended to

spend more time chatting with general education-And gifted students than

with handicapped students:

conversing

As suggested by the series of analysis discussed above, teachers'

use Of time in the context of the ALEM is considered to be both an

independent and a dependent variable. ' As an independent variable, time"

is seen as an instructional design variable that can be manipulated (and

should be manipulated) in order to adaptively respond to the kleeds of

4
individual, students. The varying patterns of teacher time use observed

across different settings and among individual students with different

learning characteristics are viewed; on the other hand, as an indicator,

of adaptive instruction at work and, therefore, as a dependent variable.

Nevertheless, the descriptive nature of the data:makes.it impossible to



draw any direct imilications relating differences in teacherttme use,to

_student learning. The data can be interpreted only as descriptive

observed.differeaces. For example, no assertions can be made about the

meaning of the differences in the amounts and purposes of time spent by

teachers with gifted students and with mainstreamed handicapped

students. However, the data do provide a descriptive base for

charadterizing teacher time use under the ALFM6"

Proaram Implementation

and_ S tudent Outcomes

Analysis of the ALEM's impact on student achievement in math and

readingC;f0cnsed ot1 two questions:' "How did the achievement of ALEM

students compare with that of nonALM students?"; ;and, "Did students

with varying prior Achievement levels make comparable achievement gains

under the ALEM?" The latter question,

specifically at assessing ' -the

particular, was directed

f adaptive. instruction. The

hypothesis is that if adaptive instruction provisions for

meeting the learning needs of individual stude

effectively

caa be successfully

achieved tinder-the:ALES, then all students. Shodld be able to make

expected, if not greater, achievement gains, despite indivadual

differences in prior achievement and learning characteristics.

Scores on standardized achieiement tests in math and reading that,

are routinely administered by the school districts participating in the

four studies as part of their annual Assessment programs wete used in

the analysis of the. impact on student achievemetit. Three types
4

of analysis were perforated: comparison of students' achievement scores



in math and reading with the national norm, comparison of achievement

testa results for ALEM and non-ALEM. students; -. and compatistin of

achievement .results for students' with varying learning characteristics

.and_needs.. Achievement results froM both the Follow Through sites

(Studies I and III) and the mainstreaming sites (Studies II and-IV) were

included in the analysis.

Comparisons with the national norm and ,with non -ALEM comparison

groups. Results- from Studies I and II showed that the mean scores for°

students from"the ALEM Follow Through classrooms Were well above the

estimated population norms (Branden Weis, 1977) for students from

similarlow-income families. Furthermore, the

math and reading, in general, were found

mean petcentile scores in

be consistently at or above '

the natynal norm, despite.the predicted below-natidnal-norm achievement

average for .Follow Through students V. (Wang & Walberg, 1983). For

example, the achievement data from Study I showed that, overall, more

.,... .
than the expected 25% of Studenta had.scores ihmath and<reading.that

were at or above the 75th percentile.: (According to the national norm,

25% of the : students could have..been:expeCted to have scores at or above

the 75th percentile.) Te percentages of students with petdentile ranks

at or above 75 ranged 7 (thiid-7grade reading) 46'(first7lbade

_math). Likewise, examination of the diatribution of scores in the

in every case, less than 25% of the

student's were found to have scores Selow the 25th percentile (25%_ being

the national norm). The range of percentlle nanks waSq0,(first-grade..

math), to.23.(thitd-grade math)... Id additiori, comparison: of students',

`bottom quartile shoWed that,

ahievement scores for two consecutive years (Study I: Springs 1981;



'Study Spring; 1984). suggests improVeMea ''Over Increasesy

e:-

were noted, in the numbers :orstudents,withachievement:adorei:at

aboVe the 75th percentile, and decreases were noted in`',, the numbete ' 9f.

students with scores at or below the 25th' pdrcentile.

Comparable positive achievel'ent results, undet the :ALM.

replicated in Studies II -and IV. Data from Study IV-showed, fat

example, that statistically significant gains in math and reading were

made by both the general education student's end the mainstreamed special',

education students (Wang;Peverly, & Randolph, in press). The mean

percentile ranks in.reading.for_:the general education studentSjn thig

study were.60.7 for the second grade, 65:0 for the third grade; and 06.4
,

for the fourth grade. Tile mean percentile, rank

students in math were 71.0-for -the second grade, 73.7 for the third.

scores for these

grade, and 66.1 for ,the fourth grade. It is pattkculArly,noteworthy;0
.

gra ,,..,

- -

-that coniiderable ,perceatages of the special educhtioq student& h d

acnievetenti scores. that fell at or ,above the 75th peroentileAatcoraing*,

to the test norm). :For example, 42.3% of the. fourth - grade,..

education students had 'math scores ranked in'the upper,titiartile, and

28.6% had reading scores at or above the 75th percentile:

Comparisons of math and reading achievement for -ALEM and- note-ALM

students were based, on the standardized achievement ;test .results_ from

One-of-the :sites: in Study II Where a control group 'Was set,...

specifically for comparison purposes. General education and special .

education stddents in the school were.andomly assigned to either ALEM

classrooms or classrooms where handicapped students :were pulled out each

resodtce 'The data 'suggestmorning to attend



,

consistent pattern greater achievement gains for

handicapped and gifted students ,in=theALEM. classrooms, compared t

achievement gains: for students in the non -ALEM, comparison classrooms

(Wang,.in press b).

compar-ison..cif. students with. varying learning-- characteristica

:needs. . An ultimate goal of 'adaptive instruction is to increase the
.

chances for- all -students to experience. schooling success

Individual dif;erences prior achievement level and related learning ,
°

Characteristica,,k basic contention is that, if instructional programs

are well adapted to student-differences, all students;' in spite of

varied learnina needs, should be able to make achievement gains _that are

or above the'" expected levels. T , one criterion for testing the

at adapting to° individual
,

efficacy of an instructional

differences

achievement

program aimed

-extent" to whichi all students

Ddta frOm,, Study , V were used

take expected

to investigate whether general

-
.. p

education and spedial, edUatiort students in the ALEM MainstreaMin-
,

_ .

classrooms made expected,. oy:--greater, achievecilent,: gains. .The -' results
. .

.

ed,:that ::the alie'rage,..gaint 'for both"groups of students

he expected one year grade equivalent. The, mean gains for

; ;

dde :education students._ were "1.87 in math (which significantly

diffett:frhalythe expected gain of 1.00, 2. <'.001) and. 1.19 in reading

.01),The achievement gaiha for the mainstreamed, special- education

Stddents'Werer1.08 in math and .1'.04 in reading. While the ;achievement

.scores' for the special education students were not found to be

siinificantly beyond the norm .of one year, they vete
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significantly greater-10:1(3th reading: .62i 11_,< .01)- and mrath Et

< .01) than. tne expected, students with comparable

pecial edubatiOn classification
.

The average achieyement gain ',for

students in the district with simiIar.c asifications was six months-.

Further evideace of the -program's imPac is found in the fact that

approximately 30% of the mainstreamed Special education students is

`Study IV were recommended by their teachers as potentiak candidates f f

decertification. The average decertification rate in the School

district for special education students With'similar class4ications who

are placed in self=containeci; special education cIaSses is 2.8%. Thus;'

the overall,' achievemdat results seem to-suggest the positive
.

impact of_

the0ALEM'on the achievement.of,students with varied priOr achievement

levels and learning characteristics.

,AdaIyaii-AbE Causal _Links:

adong Program ImRlementatioa;

Classroom Processes, and Student. Outcomet:

on the ALEM's implementation and

to examine the extent to which program-

A final analysis .of the-

effects was an _.attem

implementation was rel

achievement-

tett to the' :Observed classrood prOicesses

igure

and

adaptive instruction. As shown in the figure: relationShips. among

major constructs were hypOthesized. Thee of:the conStruCts are elated

to the ALEM's design. They are CIA:sat:0d organiiation; instriAtional

planning and clasarood management;: and teaching and learning functions.-

0f,the three remaining .constructs ; one

$4.



characteristics (prior achievement), and two are program

constructs (classroom processes and post achievement).

Page 34

outcome

Insert Figure 4 about here

The student prior achievement construct in the model was measured

by students' atandardized achievement scores from the previous school,

year. The classroom organization construct included ymeasures of the

degree of tapiementation. for three of the ALEM's critical program

-dimensionsArranging Space and Facilities, -Establishing and

Communicating Rules and Procedures, and Managing Aides. The construcz,

.instructional planning and clasebom management, included measures of

degree of implementation for five critical dimensions of the

ALMCreating and ,?...laintaining Instructional ,Materials, Diagnostic

Testihg, Monitoring and Diagnosing, Prescribing, and Record Keeping.

The construct, teaching and learning functions, included measures of the

degree of implementation for four of the ALEM's critical program

dimensions--Developing Student "Self-Responsibility, Instructing,

Interactive Teachihg, and Motivating. The classroom processes construct

included observational data related to the .manner in which students

spent their. class _time (e.g., on-task, distracted, waiting for teacher

direction or help)'. Finally, students' post achievement as measured by

standai'dized achievement tests administered by the school distridts at

.the end-of the school year.

35
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Path analysis procedures (Pedhazur, 1975) were applied to test the

hypothesized causal links shown in Figure Hath data from Study

were used to examine the relationship between program implementitiad-and-
.-

classroom processes and student post achievement. Overall, E.Jae;'data

suggest that, after controlPing for the effects of prior achievement in

math, the Lour program-related constructsclassroom organization,

instructional planniqg and classroom management, teaching and learning
-

functions, and classroom 'processeswere found to have significAant

positive effects on students' post achievement in math. Results from

further analysis of.therelationships 'among the constructs are reported

in Figure 4.

A number of significant causal relationships are suggested by the.

data. Prior achievement in math, as would be expected, had a large

significant effect on post achievement. In addition: several of the

hypothesized causal linkages between program design, classroom

processes, and atudent achievement are supported by ,the data. Some

interesting examples are t-he positive relationship between the

Instructional planning and classroom management construct and post

achievement in math (Beta = .42, 2 < .01), and the moderate (Beta .24,

it< .10), but positive, relationship between classroom processes and

post achievement. The findings also indicate that the classroom

organization construct was significantly related to the instructional

planning and classroom management construct and .the teaching and

learning functions construct ,(Beta = .42 and .36, respectively).

Furthermore, the teaching and learning functions construct was found to

have a significant positive effect on classroom processes (Beta = .17,
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:05). It also should be_pOinted out that twoaignificant negay.4e

ons ips we

claSsroom management construct on classroom processes (Beta = -.19

.05) , and the;effect of prior

functions (Beta = < 05).

achievement on teaching. and learni: a.7
cm

While results of the path analysis :Suggest an overall positive

causal relationship between piograM Implementation and hypothesized

program outcomes, they ars-o. indtesEe ,he need for further analysis,:

particularly . insofar, as some of the confounding and seemingly

counter-',Intuitivelndings .1;e concerned (e.g., the significanCnegative

effects of instructional planning and classroom management on classroom
.

.

(

processes and their significant positive effects on student

achievement). Thus, a cautionary note regarding the,path analysis

findings is in order. Since they represent a preliminary examination of

hypothesized causal relationships among the major program design and

outcOme constructa, they are-considered to be only suggestive. FurtiT

investigations involving replication of the causal model, analyses of

variables withinand across constructs included a.the model, . inclusion

J
of other outcome measures of attitudes and academic achievement, and

..
testing of rival hypotheses and alternative ,0 calisal models are the

-p

necbsary next step Additional work in this area is,seen as crucial

for empirical validation of the

student outcomes.

hypOthesizpd the AIEg on H.



svmtlw:Ap DISCUSSION

n summary, it can,be stated that the 'results discussed

-----chaptetgravide-substahtial-support-for three-ma3or-cdhcidtiohs.l. First,

it isNlgossible'to establish and maintain average to high degrees of

..
implementation of. th. AIM on a large-scale basis in` a' variety of school

settingse This II clearly substantiated by tale replication of findings

across' the four Studies. Second, as critical features of the ALEM are

established, so are classroom processes that are hypothesized

faCilitate effective adaptive instruction in

impIeMentation of the ALEM and the

to

classroom_ settings.

presence of desired

classroom procesSes of adaptive Instruction seem to facilitate 'student-

achievement. While, admittedly, further analysis of the causal

relationstlips 'among these variables is needed, the overall results from

the four Studies, seem to suggest a ,consistent pattern of higher

achievement.- scores for ALEM students, when compared with those for

,

non -ALEM students. Particularly noteworthy are the data on the

higher-than-expected percentages (Wed on the nations 'norm of 25%)

ALEM students who had achievement scores at or abdve the 75'th percentile

(including some of the mainstreamed handicapped students and students
47,

at,

from the Follow Through program); and the -finding that mainstreamed

handicapped students in.ALEM -classrooms made an average gain of a little,

over -, one year in grade eqdiv t scores in math and reading

-achievemento compared to the a erage gain-of-siXthonths for students

With Similar handicapping labels. IThese achievement' test results may be-

regarded as one indicator of adaptive instruction at Wait. That is,

they demonstrate the possfbility, that 'stddents with: poOr prOgnoses for

academic achievement can succeed in their school learning through the

provision of the type of edaptiveinsttuction imWedded in the design

8 40



.:the ALEM; ThuS,Hdespite the-limitations of attempting. to generalize.the

implications -offitidings from stddies of- a single _program, there seems

to be substantial evidence that suggests the feasiklity and

effectiveness of making educational provisions for individual

differences in regular classroom settings.

In addition to the data on program efficacy, perhaps- the most

noteworthy work on the development and evaluation f the ALEM includes

the identification of critical programming features and the

specification of required operating conditionsfor providing effective

adaptive instruction: The -development of systematic. procedures for

evaluating the degree of program implementation has greatly facilitated

program refinement efforts, while also helping to increase understanding

oftfte workings of ,adaptive instruction.
7

"readings" and systematic analysis of the ,degree of 'program

implementation provide information not only for program validation and

refinement; purposes, but also for use by school personnel in planning
ti

.indpidually-tailored, staff development activities for improving

program implementation.

The results from periodic

Work on development and evaluation of the ALEM:has raised several

methoddlogical issues related to evaluation desigd and .analyticaI

procedures, as well, as 1some instructional design questions. Three lines

of research are clearly suggested: The first.two relate to furthering

understanding and development'of a theory of adaptive instruction and

refinement adaptive instruction practices in schools; the third

relates to an overarchingdethadological'iSsue:surrounding study of the

implementation of, innovative edacational prograds in school setting0.n

general and the stbsequent consequences. of sUh_implementatdchl;
9

t
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The f s loaf itgges-iacl=ces_earch±_c4adame. ri 1

question' that haS guided* past work acid :probably.: will he the- basis

instructional design research on adaptive instruction for years

0

to come.

The question is, "Given that we have been able to create and maintain an

-
'educational programyw exemplifies quite. closely our design

specifications, does the program work as it ought and, how do we

know?" Summaries of research findings presented in this ,chapter and

elsewhere suggest that at a rather gross level, when the ALEM's critical

program dimensions are in place; certain of what.- Glaser (1982a.) teas

termed the "large practical- variables" of of ctive schooling are

observed to be present. Such variables, incIudi efficient use of time

by teachers and st,udents and increased interactions between teachers and

students on instructional'matters, in turn seem to lead td Certain

desired student outcomes'. Sev ral findings from the analysis of. thc

ALEM's however,.clarly iliidicate the need for. further analysis

and empirical validation. For example, while some of the 'relationships.

(etg. , the' relatiOnship between the .-program 's structural, dimensions;

such as claSsroom Orgaaizationi, and:Siudeat achievement in math) were

found to be qgite strong.; othere,s4dre,Moderate in a L.:few Cises;

indicated quite puzzling'negatiV4.-effects.

These results suggest that analysis of the interrelationships among

Critical -program dimensions and the resulting classroom processes and

student outcomes will require much more finegrained, microlevel

analyses than the type. that-have, been utilized thus far in. the study of

the ALEM. Such analyses are likely:6 result in further:delineation 'of-
,
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the causal relationships!among the variables within and across critical

program. dimensions and, perhaps even more important, in develoPment

f alternative models that cleal- with rival hypotheses about these

relationships. One example of further work in this area is the

inclusion of variables _:which are knowli_to he'assoCiated:with:student

achieveMent but have not been included in the analytical Model used for

the conceptualization` and evaluation of adaptive instrUction(e.g.

resource utilization, quality of instruction, nature of the learning

task). Another exaMple i investigations of whether, arid to what .

extent, specific program 'design dimensions, and/or particular

performance indicators ,within givtn dimensiolv, are differential)

predisposed to producing-a,tahge of desired classroom4processes

student achieveMent and attitudinal outcomes.

Research to examine Closely the quality of instruction as it

related to student achievement seems Paftiiularly Lmely, give the

present state of the research on suhjebt-matter learni4 (e.

Ford, 1981, Greeno, 1980); reiedAnderSon,..) 19761

develOpments in cOggave-instructional -psychology (e.g., Calfee,

Glaser, 1982a, nr 1981); nd continuing developments in the

research on effective teaching in general and the provision of adaptive

instruction in p4tiicular. (Wang LindvalI, 198.4). A program of

research that ftiouses on identifying Plausible ways to incorporate

recent advances these'arinto4ther refinement of the quality of

instu tional-Iearning-A aptations,,would ;seem to fruitful and

direct #ay :'`of addressing the need to improve -student capabilities as

well:.; the need

though the Adeptly

prove the: quality of educatiOn for all students

ruction approach.



The second line of research

instructionally - relevant, individual-difference variables-. 'Modern
--

model's ofHachboling have come to recognize' that dual iadaptation as
-;

required' for-the-,Instructional-learaing_procesa7that adaptatiOn in
.

theme to accommodate student difference's

modification of the learning environment) ; and adaptation-in..the ability

of individual students to respond successfully to task demands
4

modification within ttie ,learner).- Nevertheless, even in the case of

Widely recognized, research-based programs of adaptive instruction;

little 'work has been done to date on the actual nature of those

adaptations that are required if the individual learner is to succeed.

The designs of such extant programs, including the ALEM, tend to be

concerned With a limated number of individaal-difference -variables.

Furthermore; very few of these variables are incorporated in planning

and the actual instructional process, despite the research suggeSting

wide range of individdal-difference variables as correlates of learning

,(Wang & Lindvall, 1984).

The third line of research suggested by the work described here is

related to refinement and improvement of research methodologies for

analysis and evaluation of innovative schooling practicei. Several

quite complex problems have been raised. Although these: problems are

not new, their resolution seems even diore critical given the state of

the art of the design and study of adaptive instruction in clas-sroom
%
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One problem has to do with the difficulty of obtaining experimental

controls for conducting instructional experimentations or intervention
.

studies in naturalistic settings and the scientific credibility

,findings from descriptive field research of the type discussed in this

chapterr Experience in the implementation and study'of the ALEM and the

a
work others have shown that the participation of schools and teachers

matter of choice ratherin an innovative program tends Ito be a than

assignment by central administrators. 'While such identification

sample populations can portend' well for program -implementation,

of

it

precludes the evaluation of randomized program treatments. One common

solution to this design problem is use of the replication strategy. The

basic contention is that results on program impact can be inferred from

quasi-experimental studies or correlational studies

confidence, if they are repeated under a variety of

Nevertheless, while the replication strategy adopted in the

analysis of the ALEM's impact has provided intuitively sound

with some

conditions.

study and

evidence of

support for the particular adaptive instruction approach reflected in

the program's design; the research associated With the ALEH's design and

evaluation can be charac,terized only as suggestive at best.

4

Another related technical prohlem has to do with the fact that; in

ses where a high degree.of

desired outcome of any innovative

very little variance in the imple

program implemeritation is maintained (a

4
school improvemOot program), there is

mentation measures. This low variance,

which typically is associated' with high degrees' of program

implementation, when combined' with the muIticolIinear nature of the

variables, has been identified as a persistent psychometric problem with
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analyses of relationships between program implementation and hypothsized

program outcomes. There is an obvious need to identify- and develop

alternative designs and methodologies for obtaining empirical evidence

to answer the fundamental questions, "Does

How do we know?"

the program work ? "; .and,

From the methodological perspective, the importance of greater

technical, sophistication in the study of adaptIve instruction programs

is clear.i Much work is needed in the development of procedures for

examining non- linear effects and non-recursive relationships, as well as

interactive and contextual effects that typically are associated with

instructional design and program validation and evaluation research of

'the type discusse this chapter. Research designs incorporating

multiple 1.ndicators triangulation data colleCtion procedures are

indicated for future investigationsy4f the

innovative programs)

impj.ementation. and effects of

44
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Table 1

Summary of Fall, Winter, and Spring Mean Degree of Implementation Scores in

th6 ALEIG1:i I _Ce T1 'DiMensionS AOross All Participating,ClassroOms

Critical

Dimensions Means (S.D) Means ISD.) Means (S,D.) Means (S.D.( Means (S.D.) Means (Sil) Means (S.D) Means (S.D.( Means IS.D,1 Means ISA) Means 16.0.1 *arts (Sb.1

Study I

Follow Through _Classrooms

(198081)

N =.117

Fall Winter . Spring

Study II

Mainstreaming-Classrooms

'1080811

Nu =21

Fall

Study III

Follow Through Classrooms

11981.821

N .88

Winter Spring Fall Winter Spring

Study, jV

MainstreemingOassroorns

(1982,831

26

Fall - hinter ±Spring

Arranging Space 91 (121 95 1 61, 94 1131 71 1211 93 '1 96 1 7i . 92 1141 95 1 9). 96 I 5) 81 1161 93 (101 95 1 7i

& 'Facilities

Creating & Maintaining 74 1231. 86 1151, 85 1181

',Instructional Materials

78 1111' 76 (15) 74 1131, 83 I171 91 (131 93 181 75 1171 90 1161 95' 1141

Establishing & Corn. .79 112) 89 1101 90 181 76 1151 '92 1'71 89 '1 81 , 82 (11) 91 (101 89 11'

municating Rules &

Procedures

Managing Aides 98 (81 99 I 61' 99 15) 94 1221 96 (201 98 ( 7) 95.1171 '95 1161 95 AI 90 126) 98 (13) 100 I 01

Diagnostic Testing 98 '1 91 96 (8) 99 ( 91 '98 ( 7) 100 .1 01 100. ( 01 96 (121

Recordie'ePing 96 114) 99 (11 98 1111

Monitoring& Diag.. ' ki 21.. 941 91 .94 ( 91 82 117) 92 91 93 ( 6)

nosing

Prescribing 97. 1 91 98 001 97 1121 , 93 114) 99 ( 41 100 1 0) .99 1 61' 99 '1 7) .100. 1.0r 76 121) 90. 121:1 97 ''1151

98. (ii loo 89 (1f1 94 1131 95 1101

135) 92 122) '19 ( 7)77 1361 87 1271 98 ) 7) 94 (201 99 '1 6) 98 (11)

86 116) 91 A141 92 (111 83 1121 97 1 6) 100 101

1nNiAfive Nthi)11 87 1271 90, 1231 90 1241 61 1411 82 1381 93 1181 .. 88 1311 (221: 91 .1231 76:71221 95:,:.(14),,, 97

Instructi 87 113); 92 111) 1101 . 71, 114) 80 111) 79 110) 89 051 90 112),,, 90 (131 77 114) 95 ( 8) 91 111

Motivating 78 1171 89 1171 92 1111 69 (191 87 (181' 92' 1131 83 (201 95 (101 95 '1151 , 91 (17) 96 (141 98" ( 9)

Ogyelopipi5t4clen.i 75 (221 82 1211'.' 67 1191 61 1321.. 69 .130) 81,1251 73 1221. 89 '1191 79 1251'. 75. .(221, 91, (181 91 (11) '.

Self.Responsibility

Overall A/Its 88. 13 61 93 6)` 78 (111 88 1101 1 51.* , 88.191 94' 1' 93' (I)" 77 110 9 ( 8) 97 '( 61°

Note. The dif fete

53

in the s'cores between Fall and Wiper; and between Fall and Spring; were statistically significant 1 P.S011.

,
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--Table 2
Differences in Patterns of

Mean Degree of. Implementation Scores for Each CritiCai'Dimerision
Among_ clissrooms-at the High', Average, and Low Degree of Implementation Levels

- (Data from Spring; 1981 for Studies I and II)

Critical Dimensions

Retard- Keeping

Prescrjaing

Mean Percentage Scores

High Degree of Average Degree Low Degree of
Implementation of I mplementa- Implementation

Classrooms tion Classrooms Classrooms
(N=55) (N =78) (N=5)

iagnostic- Testing

Managing Aides

Arranging Space
and Facilities

Establishing and Communicating
Rules and Procedures

Monitoring.and Diagnosing

Instructing

Motivating

Creating nd Maintaining.
Instructional Materials.

Interactive Teaching

-DeVeloping Student
Self-Responsibility

Mean Across All (Dimensions 97 -90 81

........_ Mli

. I!

_

Dimensions for which mean scores at or above the 85% criterion °level were achieved by
all three levels of degree of implementation classrooms.

Dimensions for which mean- scores at or above the 85% criterion level were achieved by
the high and average degree of implementation classrooms, but not by the low degree of
implementation classrooms.

Dimensions for which mean scores at or above the 85% criterion level were achieved by
the high degree of implementation classrooms, but not by the average and low degree of

ni,cernnrne



Table 3
ummary of Changes (Ch ) in Mean Degree of Implementation Scores-in the

12 Critical Dimensions For ALEM and NonALEM Classrooms:
Fall IF) and Spring (S) of the 1980.S1 School Year

(Data from Study II)

Critical
Dimensions

Arranging Space &
Facilities

Creating & Main-
taitting Insttuctiot(' ,

_a1-Mat er iali

Establishing & Com-
municating Rules &
Procedures

Managing Aides

Diagnostic Testing

Record Keeping

Monitoring & [Mug-
nosing

PresnCribing

Interactive Teach-
imp

ALEM Classroorn's (N =4)

K -Grade 1 Grade.2

.F S F S

27 100 64 100 64 100

64 64 '73 73 64 73

_
41 93 '74 100 70 93

100. 100 100 100- 100 100

100 100 100 100 100 100
. ,

33 100 100 100 100 100
'..n'. ..-

63 3131 100 88 63 100

60 100 60 100 100 100,

0 100 100 100 100 100

Instructing 57 79 86 7.1 71 86

Motivating

Dovelo_ping Student
Self Flesponsibillty

Grade 3

F S

Total,
F S (Ch.)

Noe-ALVA ClaSsrooms (N=5)

SriOnt-31 Grade 2 Grade 3 Total

F S F S F S (Cb.).

91 100 62 100 (+38) 46 46 55 51 41 6 47 -. -43 ( 4)

91 73 73 71 f 2) 46 27 46 41 37 55 43 44 ( +1)

89 100 69 97 (+28) 56 78 48 69 56 ---63 ----53 68- (+15)---

100 .100 100 100 ( 0 ) 1

100 100 100 100 ( 0 ) 25 O 13 25 0 13 13 19 1 +6)

_ 33'n 100 67 100 (*33) 33 33 60 84 33 3 39 67 ( +28)

100 100 81 94 (-+.13). 38 50 26 44 44 57 r 32 50 (118)

100 100 80 100 (120) -" 40 40 40 30 50 40 , 43 36 ( - 7) .,
,

100 100 75 100 (+25) . 50 0 0 75 ,. 0 25 17 40 (i23)

50 50 58 63 ( +5)

80 100 40 40 100 100 80 100 75 85 (+10) 40 60 0

0 100 . 33 , 33 33 33 100 67 42 58 (+16) 67 0

50 37 60 (+23)

17 6 34' 20 -( - 14)

Total 52 94 80 90 89 94 25 .92 (+17) 35 55 . 33' A 38' '46 1 19)



Table 4

Mean Percentages of Observed Frequencies in Major Categories of Classroom
Process Variables for ClassrOoms at Different Degree of Implementation Levels

(Data from Spring, 1981 for First- and Second-Grade Classes in Studies I and II)

Degree of Implementation Levels

High_ Average Low
(N = 29) (N = 391 (N = 4)

Mean (S.D.) Mean Mean; (S.D.)

Interactions Betweer; Teachers and Students

Initiation

Student 11.7) 33.3_11-.4_ 32.1 _11-9 _---
Teacher

Purpose

Instruction

Management

Intaractions with Peers

Sharing ideas, materials,
activities, etc.

Diguptive

Setting

Group: Interactive

Group: Parallel

Individual

Activity Type
Prescriptive,

Exploratory

Initiation
Assigned -

Manner

On-Task

Distracte

58.9 (1.2) 66-.7 (1.5) 67.9 (1.4)

93.3 (2.3) 91.7 (2.0)
6.7 .( .6) 8.3 ( .4)

99.8 (2.3) 94.4 (2.81' 90.0 (1.8).

.2 ( .2) 5.6 ( .3) 10.0 ( .3)

5.1 (2.1) 3.0 (1.6) 3.0 (1.8)

5.1 (2.0) 2.0 (1.5)*4 0.0 ( 0)
89.8 (2.9) 95.0 (2.4) 97.0 (1.8)

84.7 (3.5) 98.0, (211)i ,98.0 (1:5)

(3.4). 4.0 .11-91, 22.6 (1.3)
,

2.6 (3.6) 6.3 (3.7) 10.4 (3.0)

97.4 (3.9) 93.6 (3.8) 89.6 (3.2)

86.0 '12.5) 81.0 (3.7) 76.0

8.0 (1.9) 8.0 (2.7) 10.0

6.0 '(1.6) 11.0 (2.2) 14.0

(3.2)

.(13)
(2.5)'

This table is taken from Mang, M-.C;,',& Walberg;(171.-.S. (1983). Adaptive instruction and classroom time



Table 5

Mean Percedtages of Observed Frequencies in
Major Categories of Classroom Process VariableS
(Data from Fall and Spring, 1980-81 for Study II)

(N=21 classrooms)

Observation Periods

Fall Spring_
Variables Mean (S.D.) Mean (S:D.)

Probability
from
t-test

Interactions Between Teachers and Students

\Initiation
Student

Teacher

12.86

87.01_

1 .7)

(3.0)

41.7 (1. )

68.3______,(1.4__.
Purpose

Instruction 83 57 (2 1) 92.3 (1.7)

Management 15.55 ( .6) 7.3 ( .3)

Sharing ideaS, materials;
activities, etc. 097.33 (2.5) 100.00 (2.1)

Disruptive 2.67 ( .1) 0 ( 0 )

Settin6

Group: Interactive 27.16 (4.5) 59.0 (4.1)

Group: Parallel 31'.18 (4.0) 23.0 (3.8)

Individual 41.66 (3.0) 8.0 -

Actimity Type

Prescriptive

Exploratory

Other

61.00 (3.91

.25.48, (3.8)

13.52 (4.5)

< .05

< 05

<.05
<.05

< .05

. < .05

N.S.

<.:135

< .05

15.0 (3.5).

13.0 (3.0)

71.0 (4.2)

Assignee-

Self-initiated

Cannot deterMine

-

Manner

On-Tisk

waiting

Distracted

83.08 (4-.3

t6:39 (4.2)

'1.53 ( .8).

23..0 (30)
77.0 (3.8)

0 ( 0 )

83.91 (1.9)

5.60 (1.1)

10.48 (.15)

N.S.

(\LS:

This table is taken from Wang,,M.C., Nojan H:S.(in press). The utility qf im
-.;.-12;;;t1±inidi-ini4 retcarr.l. elcatettieit, P:Eirr;et 1 hires I -



u.

Table,6

'Mean.Percentages of Dbserved Frequencies ssroom Processes for

ALEM and NonALEM s.

(Data from Spring;1%1 fs dy.

ALEM Classrooms

(N -4)'

Nbit-ALEM Classrdoms

(N =5)

CornpaiisonAlarialiles
,

Interactions

terac:tions Between Teacher anti Student 4:

Results from

iffe,rencei ttest

Initiation

Student

Teacher

Purpose

Milagenient

Turpose of Interactions with Peers

Instrtittional

Disruptive

Ar4i1C091ksi

Prescriptive

Exploratory
4 0

:Othdr

Group Interactive

Grout) Parallel e

Initiation

''Assigned

Sellinitiated

Cannot be Determined

Manner

On-Tasy
4'

Waiting 10 Teacher I lelp

Distracted

32.4 , (1.0)

67.6 (1.7)

4.0

96.

.3)

(2.9)

28.4 18.9*

28.4 6.17**

4.8 ( 3)

100.0 (2.2)

()U.() (..)

616 (4.3)

. 26,0 (4.0)

10.4 (2.6')

_
7.1 7.89"

91:0 (3:0)

5 (2;21

22.1 (3.7). ,

25.1, (4,0)

52.6 (43)

31.4 (4.5)

68.2 (4.5)

00.4 ( .3)

90,1 (1.7)

5.9 (1.5)

3.0 ( .8)

34:4 (4.4) 12:1

20.5 (3.7) 4.5

45.1 (4.7) 7,5

90.9 (3:9) 18.6

9.0 (2.5) 59.2

0.1 ( .1) .3

80-.0 '(3 :3) 10.1

13.5 11.01 7.6

6.q- (1.2) 13.0..

1:49

.605

.798

6.76"

7.89"

.638

1.98*

2.93*.

1.50

Note. :_p< .05
P 4.01

table islarteifft-dm any, M.C. in press),. Effective mainstreaming is possible Provided that : ; Aalysis_and_Intavention in Developmental



Table 7

-"Time Teachers Spent on Specific. Functions-during
Interactions withStudents in Different Instructional Groupings'

Teacher 'Function...

Instructional-Groupiri,
Individual (76,56)* .1. Small Group (5.17) 7:1: Whole Class (18.17r

Minutes Minutes - Minutes.
Percentage Per Hour' Percentage Per Hour , Percentige Per Hour

Instructing 57.18
. ,

Giving Task-Specific 29.44
Procedural Directions

Behavior Management .-, 3.18.

Checking Work 4.75

26.25 78.10 2.42

13.52 18.73 .58

1.4.5 .

..
3.17 :10

.".-ii8 0 o'

Prescribing_. 2.84 ° f o

'ConversationS.wah Students..
for Personal Reasohs

61.26 6.71
. ,

19.90 2.18

18.84 ' 2.07

Note` *N-umbers Perentheses: indiUate the percentages of time spent in the -Particular instructional.
groupings.

. -

I teble 8,
Mean Percentages of teacher Time Spent with Individual GeneratEducation;

Handicapped, and Academically Gifted Students on Instructional
and Non - Instructional. Functions

Teacher Functions

Mean Percentages of Teacher Tithe Per Student'

General Education Handicapped Academically
Students Students Gifted Students
(N=672) (N=77) (N=35). '

Instructional

Instruction

Instructing 3.64 '3.20 3.40

Giving teskspeCific 3:57 3.27 5.66.

procedural' direCtions
-

Planning

Evaluation

Non-Instructional

Behavior Management.

COnYersations with StudentS
(for_personal and other non-
instructional purposes)

2.19

2.65

4.82

2.40

2:55 3.11

3.56 ..81

1.78

1.43

2.38

4.38

Total per-student time
across functions

3.65 3.50 3.45



Development ,of an Adaptive Instruction PrO'grarn-

"TASKS ASSOCIATED WITH PROGRAM DESIGN, IMPLEMENTATION, AND,EVALUATION
. .

programDes_igrLoal

Creating and maintain-
ing-school learning envi-
ronments that are
feclive in adapting4hi`
struction to student
differences

Identification
structional Goals

(academ id,
and attitudinal)

Program Implemen-
tation in Schools -'2:

.-,f--

E4pluation of Pro-
gram.Outcomes

Identification of
Student Character-

istics

(prior achievement,
,learnIng styles, and
'demographic charic
teristics)

Dimensions related to the prbvision
of adaptive instruction

CreatingandMaintaining Instruc-,
tional Materials

,Developing Student Self-Resporisi-
bility.(for planning and carrying
out learning activities)

Diagnostic .Testing
Insetuctini
InteradfRie Teaching (teacher circu-

lating among students to answer
questions, provide feedback, plan)

Mohitoring and Diagnosing
Motivating
Prescribing
Record Keeping

Dimensions related to supporting
effective implementation of

adaptive instruction
Arranging Space and Facilities
Establishing and Communicating

Rules and Procedures
Managing Aides

Implementation
of critical prograth
dimensions of airap
tive,iristruction and
saPPort0spiterns in
Tegulat-itlpssrOOM

sett'tn -

1"400

Process Outcomes

More instructional inter -
actions with teachers

FeWer management inter-
actions with teachers

More constructive inter-_
a4ioriiamong students..

Fewer disrupiive behav-
iors

Pebreased time spent
'waiting for teacher

:,-assistance
More time =on-taSk
Less distracted behavior
Students work well in

groups and individually
Students work well un-

der teacher direction
and independently

ProdUct- outcoMes
Achievement in batic

skills (stapdardized,
achievement test scores)

Mastery of curricultim
objectives

Task_ completion
`Perceptions of self

competence and per,
sonal control

Social cooperation and
friendship patterns

Teacher perceptioni of
student competence in
academic learning,
social, and self-
management skills

Student and teacher per-
ceptions of positive
program impact

SUPPORTING RESEARCH FOR-PROGRAM DEVELOPMENT AND PROGRAM EVALUATION

Empirical Studies Related td PrOgraM Design ork

. Curriculum development (e.g., Validation of learning hierar-
chies; diagnostic testing procedures)
Development of organizational and management support
systems (e.g., instructional-learning management system,

' multi-age grouping, instructional teaming)
Development of staff development programs (e.g.,teachers,
classroom aides, administrators, other supporting profes-
sional staff)

Program Evaluation Studies

'Investigations of degree of prograrh implementation
Investigationspf program impact

Classroom processes
Student outcomes
Teacher outcomes__ _

Parents' perceptions of the program and its impact
Instrudtional and.other professional support staf :A (e.g.,
administrators, special education personnelflassivom
°aides) perceptions of the program and its impact

Comparison studies of Process and product outcomes in
program and non-program classrooms
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TrAVICII IIAMAGOODIT

Instrbctional/
Non-instructional

Functions

InstructiOn-Related
ActiVities

,Non -thstruction-Related
Activities

'86mmary of the distribution of teacher time use among instructional and non-instructional
fuilgions!
N = 28 clasSrooms; the mean number of observation minutes perteacher was 199.29.)

High Degree of
Implementation Group

Average Degree of
IMplerhentation Grou.p

Low Degree of
Implementation Group

Figure 3. Summary of the 'distribution of teacher time use in classrooms at the high, average, and low
degree of implementation levels.*
(N = 28 clasSrooms; the mean number of observation minutes per teacher was 199.29.)



Ingructional
Planning

and
ClassrooM

Managemeht

0,7

-4 *4*

Note: <' .05
if p < :01

p < .001
. .

Post
Achievement

Figure 4. ,A ,causal model of adaptive instruction, classroom processes, and student achievement.

(Riesults reported are from Study IV.)
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